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(Natural News) World War III has already begun. You simply aren’t being told this because your

government and dishonest media outlets are dedicated to keeping you in the dark. After all, they

want to use the remaining time to stockpile food, ammunition, medical supplies and precious

metals for themselves, and this can only be accomplished by withholding the truth about the

situation for as long as possible.

The Prime Minister of Serbia may be an exception to this, as he is now publicly warning that the

world is about to experience a “great world conflict” that will likely begin in the next two months.

“Aleksandar Vucic made the alarming comments during the first day of the UN General Assembly

session in New York,” reports Paul Joseph Watson at Summit.news. The full quote from Vucic is:
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I assume that we’re leaving the phase of the special military operation and approaching a major

armed conflict, and now the question becomes where is the line, and whether after a certain time

– maybe a month or two, even – we will enter a great world conflict not seen since the Second

World War.

NATO is already at war with Russia, and Putin is gearing up
for a continental battle

What’s happening is that psychopathic western nations have — the real aggressors in this war —

have unleashed not just “suicide sanctions” against Russia, but are also running Ukraine’s military

operations against Russia. This means NATO is already in the war, even if NATO won’t admit it

yet. Worse yet, NATO leaders are openly demanding the complete destruction of Russia and the

occupation / exploitation of Russia’s natural resources, which is of course the entire model of

global exploitation and pillaging typically carried out by the west. (Disrupt, pillage, control. That’s

the CIA model that has been unleashed against other nations for decades…)

Conditions are already long past the point of negotiation or de-escalation between Russia

and the west. The psychopathic leaders of the west (Victoria Nuland comes to mind) are russo-

phobic Russia haters who are determined to carry out genocide against the Russian people, even

if it means destroying their own economies and agricultural supply chains in the process. These

psychopaths, Putin has come to realize, can’t be reasoned with or trusted to abide by any

agreements whatsoever. Russia realizes it must fight or die. That’s where we are right now.

Unfortunately, the insanity of western nations has escalated this conflict to a condition where

whoever launches nukes first has the advantage. This is a very dangerous dynamic, obviously,

and it stems from the fact that the west has repeatedly signaled it will not allow the existence of

Russia in its “New World Order” vision of planet Earth. With friends like Victoria Nuland calling the

shots, who needs enemies?

Russia has a 30+ year advantage over the west in terms of
nuclear weapons and anti-air defenses

An important realization in all this is that NATO’s nuclear arsenal is ancient — mostly running on

designed originally engineered in the 1970s — while Russia’s nuclear capabilities are at least two
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generations ahead, modernized with hyperglide reentry vehicles, evasive maneuver capabilities

for ICBMs, hypersonic cruise missiles which are nuclear capable, and highly advanced anti-air

defense systems that can even intercept and take down incoming ICBMs. In addition, Russia

possesses secret “doomsday” weapons — far beyond their thermobaric bombs — that the world

hasn’t even seen yet. On the current trajectory, those weapons are going to be introduced to the

west without any warning whatsoever, resulting in the complete annihilation of Western European

governments, currencies and industry.

I have no doubt whatsoever that Russia has already designated the targets of its first strike, and

that those targets include London, Paris, Berlin, Warsaw, US naval fleets and virtually all military

bases across Western Europe. We are now just one launch away from a civilization-ending event.

The USA and NATO have deluded themselves into thinking they can win a nuclear exchange with

Russia, but this is just as delusional as thinking “men can get pregnant” or that money printing

doesn’t cause inflation (notably, the brain dead Biden regime insists that both of these absurdities

are absolutely true). Over the past two decades — and more recently led by the insanity of

wokeism — the west has become fully invested in delusional thinking and fairy tale narratives that

have no connection with reality. While the west has been waging a propaganda narrative war,

Russia has been engineering the world’s most advanced nuclear weapons. Once the nuclear

exchange begins, there’s no question whatsoever about its outcome. Russia will lose a few million

people — far less than what they lost in World War II — but they will annihilate Germany, Poland,

France and the United Kingdom. Western Europe will be plunged into a generation of despair and

darkness, while the U.S. suffers a cascading financial collapse due to exposure to European

banks, currencies and debt markets.

Western journalists and kleptocrats are incapable of seeing this reality, and they are similarly

incapable of acting to stop it. They are caught in their own delusional world of self-inflicted

brainwashing and propaganda, believing (somehow) that they can bully Russia into capitulating to

the west’s insane demands. But Russia is no Third World nation. Russia can’t be economically

dismantled with western sanctions, and Russia has its own domestic supply chain for literally

everything it needs to feed its people, build more weapons and earn a fortune in exports of energy

and commodities to willing trade partners like India, China, Turkey and Iran.

Finally, Putin will not back down, and Putin is far more intelligent than any of the cognitively-

challenged lunatics running the USA, UK or NATO countries. In a chess match between Putin and

Biden, you’d probably see Joe Biden augmented with remote controlled vibrating diapers to send

him chess move signals through his rectum, and he still wouldn’t understand the meaning of
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chess notations anyway. The leaders of western nations are so utterly incompetent that they don’t

even qualify as “clowns,” since good clowns are actually intelligent, capable communicators who

can make people laugh. Biden, Blinken, and Nuland just make us all want to puke.

The West has already grossly miscalculated with “suicide
sanctions” but still won’t admit to their catastrophic errors

As proof of the incompetence of western nations, consider the fact that their “suicide sanctions”

against Russia — originally implemented to try to force Russia into a currency collapse — has had

the opposite effect. The sanctions are destroying the Euro, not the Ruble, and now all of Western

Europe faces a winter of darkness, famine and freezing to death. That’s on top of the “permanent

deindustrialization” of European industry that is already well under way, with about 70% of metals

smelting and ammonia production already offline. Fertilizer production has ground to a halt, the

Nord Stream 1 pipeline has been halted, and to add insult to injury, Belgium is proudly announcing

the shutting down of a nuclear power plant, right as Belgium faces an energy scarcity catastrophe.

Germany, meanwhile, is putting another $8 billion into bailing out Uniper, a major natural gas

provider, and that’s on top of $15 billion already spent trying to prevent Uniper’s collapse.

Germany’s industrial base is being wiped out at astonishing speed, and nobody in the German

government is telling the German people they won’t have jobs as industry collapses.

Putin must be astonished at the speed of which Western Europe — and Germany in particular —

is destroying itself. Recall that Germany destroyed Western Europe twice already: World War I

and World War II. Now, Germany (still largely run by Nazis) is leading the way to the total

destruction of Europe yet again. At one level, Putin need not launch any nukes at all… he merely

needs to wait for winter to kick in and for the laws of thermodynamics and economics to do the

rest.

The greens must be proud: Entire forests are being clear cut
for firewood

Yesterday I spoke with war correspondent Michael Yon who had just traveled through Germany

(my interview with him will post tomorrow on Brighteon.com). He told me the forests were being

clear-cut everywhere across Germany (at least that he could see) in a desperate effort by the

people to stockpile firewood for the coming winter. This is the new “green” agenda on parade:

Clear-cutting forests that will take decades to grow back. Will the greenies celebrate all the dead

forests because at least Germany didn’t burn fossil fuels? Does anybody realize that a 19th
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century economy can’t support a 21st century population? Famine is a mathematical certainty.

To stop this crisis, all Germany has to do is apologize to Russia, drop the economic sanctions and

beg Gazprom to turn the gas back on, but no, they won’t dare do that, even if hundreds of

thousands of German citizens starve to death and die of exposure. In exactly the same way Adolf

Hitler threw starving, freezing German soldiers into Russia’s defensive lines at Stalingrad in 1943,

today’s German leaders are sacrificing the lives of their own citizens in a desperate bid to try to

economically harm Russia … and it isn’t even accomplishing that! In the Battle of Stalingrad, the

Soviet Union surrounded and defeated Germany’s Sixth Army, which surrendered more than

220,000 soldiers to the Russians. Today, Germany is willing to sacrifice millions of its own citizens

if necessary, proving that Nazi-style suicide maneuvers remain alive and well in Berlin, even

generations after the catastrophic outcome of World War II.

You can beat the Nazis out of Russia, but you can’t beat the Nazi tendencies out of the German

political leaders.

Russia, meanwhile, is sitting on massive quantities of low-cost energy, minerals, steel

manufacturing, fertilizer production, successful food crops, electronics manufacturing and

everything else needed to keep civilization on its feet. Yet to this very day, there isn’t one

Western European politician who will admit the truth of where things stand. Too bad

propaganda can’t heat homes, or the western media would be the ultimate renewable energy

source for the entire planet.

The upshot of all this? Anyone living in Western Europe should prepare for economic collapse,

famine and nuclear war.

Those living in North America should prepare for economic collapse and worldwide nuclear fallout

that will disrupt crops for years to come.

Those who don’t store food will end up eating radioactive food, if they can find any at all.

Prepare accordingly.

Brighteon.com/6fe87c7c-05e5-44b4-a867-e63a6ff088e4

See NuclearWar.news for more coverage of nuclear war risk on planet Earth.

Discover more interviews and podcasts each day at:
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https://www.brighteon.com/channels/HRreport

Follow me on:

Brighteon.social: Brighteon.social/@HealthRanger (my breaking news gets posted here first)

Telegram: t.me/RealHealthRanger (breaking news is posted here second)

Truth Social: https://truthsocial.com/@healthranger

Gettr: GETTR.com/user/healthranger

Parler: Parler.com/user/HealthRanger

Rumble: Rumble.com/c/HealthRangerReport

BitChute: Bitchute.com/channel/9EB8glubb0Ns/

Clouthub: app.clouthub.com/#/users/u/naturalnews/posts

Join the free NaturalNews.com email newsletter to stay alerted about breaking news each day.

Download my current audio books — including Ghost World, Survival Nutrition, The Global Reset

Survival Guide and The Contagious Mind — at:

https://Audiobooks.NaturalNews.com/

Download my new audio book, “Resilient Prepping” at ResilientPrepping.com – it teaches you

how to survive the total collapse of civilization and the loss of both the power grid and combustion

engines.
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